Get renewable energy working for you!

Looking for new ways to enhance your business? Try starting with your overhead — about 93 million miles overhead, to be exact. That’s right, the sun. Fact is, that big ball of fire can deliver tremendous benefits, and all it takes is looking at it in a new way: As a loyal, dedicated employee who has plenty of energy, will power your business forward, and prove very popular with your customers. Meet our Choose Renewable family: Energy from solar, wind and biogas resources that’s efficient, clean and ready to go work for you, for only $3 a month!

How to go green (and grow customers)! Our Choose Renewable program is available in $3 blocks. Each block you buy is added to your monthly electric bill, ensuring that 300 kilowatt-hours (kWh) of your electricity comes from solar, wind and biogas resources. If you’re a standard small business that uses 1,200 to 1,500 kWh per month, buying just four blocks a month will keep your business green! And by making a lasting, positive impression with the community and your customers, you’ll also keep it growing.

Why Choose Renewable?

**It’s Good for Business**
66% of consumers say they’re willing to pay more for products from companies that are committed to positive environmental impact.*

**It’s Clean**
Renewable energy uses resources efficiently, while reducing the need for coal, oil and natural gas.

**It’s Sustainable**
Solar, wind and biogas energy sources will never run out!

**It’s Local**
Our renewable resources are homegrown: Solar from WI, MI and IA; wind from Dodge County, WI; biogas from Little Chute, WI.

* Nielsen Report, 2015

The Green-e Energy logo helps consumers easily identify environmentally superior renewable energy options. For information on Green-e Energy certification requirements, please visit www.green-e.org.
Joining is easy!

We agree to purchase:

_____ blocks of renewable energy at $3.00 per month, for a total monthly commitment of $_____. This purchase will appear as an additional charge on our monthly utility bill. We understand we can change our participation level or cancel at any time.

More renewables means fewer pollutables!

Buying two blocks of renewable energy per month for a year equals:

- Removing ONE CAR from the road
- Preventing FOUR TONS of CO₂ emissions
- Planting ONE ACRE of trees
- Eliminating the burning of TWO TONS of coal

At Westby Utilities, we join forces with other local, not-for-profit utilities through WPPI Energy to share resources and lower costs.
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